The elucidation of the nature of new phenomena requires a multi-pronged approach to understand the essential physics that underlies it. As an example, we study the simplified model containing a new scalar singlet accompanied by vector-like quarks, as motivated by the recent diphoton excess at the LHC. To be specific, we investigate three models with SU (2) L -doublet, vector-like quarks with Yukawa couplings to a new scalar singlet and which also couple off-diagonally to corresponding Standard Model fermions of the first or third generation through the usual Higgs boson. We demonstrate that three classes of searches can play important and complementary roles in constraining this model. In particular, we find that missing energy searches designed for superparticle production, supply superior sensitivity for vector-like quarks than the dedicated new quark searches themselves.
I. INTRODUCTION
New physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) might take many forms and, once discovered, will require a complementary multi-pronged attack in order to understand its essential nature. In wider context, as in the case of Dark Matter, this has been recognized for a long time [1] . At the LHC, such an approach will clearly be advantageous no matter what the source of the new physics might be.
In this work, we illustrate the benefits of the complementarity of LHC searches by examining the specific simplified new physics scenario of an additional scalar singlet and a vector-like quark doublet [2, 3] , also motivated by the possible signal of a new resonance at 750 GeV [4, 5] . To study this test case, we have combined numerous new physics search channels and analyzed their effectiveness for observing this scenario. In the process, we have found the interesting result that in some cases, the supersymmetry missing transverse energy (MET) based searches perform better in searching for vector-like quarks (VLQs) than the specifically VLQ designed search channels. This provides an explicit example of the interdependency of LHC new physics searches and shows that combining, or recasting, search results would produce improved constraints.
To be specific in defining our scenario, we set the mass of the scalar singlet to be 750 GeV and investigate the possibility that the production and decay of this state is mediated by color-triplet, vector-like quarks [6] [7] [8] [9] . More specifically, we will investigate adding a VLQ SU (2) L doublet whose mass is generated through the vev of the new scalar and which also has Yukawa couplings to the SM fermions via the usual Higgs doublet [10, 11] . In this case, there are three possible charge assignments for the new VLQ fermion states and in order to be concrete, we investigate each of these individually to see if they can reproduce the apparent diphoton production rate. We examine the branching fractions for all relevant possible final states of the scalar resonance in order to ensure that a given model does not produce another signal that would have already been seen.
The presence of the VLQs in this simplified model implies that they can also be produced and searched for directly at the LHC. We consider the possibility that these new states either predominately mix with the first or third generation SM fermions of the same charge. We then apply the existing ATLAS VLQ search at 13 TeV [12] along with a number of ATLAS and CMS supersymmetry searches at both 8 and 13 TeV that are also found to be sensitive to VLQ direct production.
The results obtained in this paper go far beyond those from Ref. [13] where only three 8 TeV searches were included. Using the variety of the most recent searches, including seven at √ s = 13 TeV (for a total of 105 signal regions), significantly improves the sensitivity to direct VLQ production and decay. In a very recent analysis, Ref. [14] , it was also shown that SUSY searches can constrain VLQ models which also contain dark matter particles. With our updated suite of searches we arrive at a similar conclusion in a set of models without dark matter in the final state. In fact, we find that the SUSY searches provide better sensitivity than the dedicated analysis for VLQs in both cases where these new states mix dominantly (but weakly) with either the first or third generation. This is not surprising for first generation mixing since the existing dedicated VLQ search at 13 TeV does not consider this possibility. However the better performance of the supersymmetric search to third generation mixing does motivate the development of improved VLQ searches that make use of missing energy * .
Interestingly, another hint of new physics appears in the ATLAS supersymmetric gluino searches at both 8 and 13 TeV where an on-shell Z-boson is produced together with jets and missing E T in a cascade decay [16, 17] . Motivated by this possibility, we address a question that has been investigated in the literature as to whether or not the production of VLQ states can simultaneously 3 explain both this apparent signal as well as mediate the potential diphoton excess (e.g., [18] ). To address this issue in our study we perform a combined fit to both the ATLAS and CMS on-shell Zboson + MET searches together with a large set of other supersymmetric particle search channels. We find that since the CMS searches for the same final state [19, 20] do not see an equivalent signal, and that once these are combined no significant excess remains in the data.
Our study begins in Sec. II where we present the details of our general model framework and report on the decay rates of the new particles which are relevant for LHC phenomenology. We go further in Sec. III to show the results of a dedicated fit of our model parameters accounting for the benchmark diphoton signal as well as the constraints arising from a large number of other LHC searches. In this section, we also investigate the possibility of explaining the ATLAS on-shell Z + MET excess by the pair production of VLQs. We summarize the results of our analyses in Section IV and in the Appendix A, we provide the formulae for the components of the tree-levels decays of the singlet scalar that are induced by mixing with the SM Higgs.
II. MODEL DETAILS
The specific scenario that we consider is the Standard Model (SM) augmented by a real singlet scalar field together with one additional SU (2) L doublet of vector-like quarks (VLQs) which are allowed to mix with either the corresponding first or third generation SM quarks through the couplings with the usual Higgs doublet.
The scalar potential
The renormalizable scalar potential for the SM Higgs doublet H plus an additional real singlet scalar S reads [21] [22] [23] [24] 
with the real quartic couplings λ, λ S and λ SH and the mass terms µ 2 and µ 2 S . Both scalars can develop a vacuum expectation value (vev) and H and S can be expanded around their vacuum states as
where v H and v S are the corresponding vevs with
Note that the scalar potential is Z 2 symmetric, but also that the Yukawa coupling of S to the VLQs, SVV given below, will explicitly break this symmetry. The radiatively generated terms S, S 3 and SH † H all have loop suppressed couplings and can safely be neglected [25] . Using the minimization conditions of the scalar potential, the eigenvalues of the mass matrix of the scalar sector can be expressed in terms of the vevs and the Lagrangian parameters λ, λ S and λ SH as
The mixing of the interaction eigenstates h and s into the mass eigenstates h 1 and h 2 is described by
with the mixing angle given by
We define φ such that for φ = 0, the lighter eigenstate corresponds to the SM-like Higgs boson. The couplings of h 1 (h 2 ) to the SM particles are suppressed by cos φ(sin φ) for non vanishing φ and thus the SM Higgs boson has reduced couplings. However, the Higgs coupling measurements are consistent with the SM expectation and hence a strict limit on the mixing angle can be derived from the LHC Higgs data. There are also direct limits from searches of heavy Higgs bosons at the LHC, in particular decays into the SM gauge bosons. In addition, the presence of a heavy scalar can influence electroweak precision data. In a closely related model, Ref. [3] derives an upper limit on this mixing of |φ| 0.35. †
In the following, we choose to work with the physical masses and mixing angles instead of the parameters of the scalar potential in Eq. (1). To be concrete, we choose the input parameters as
The other parameters are then fixed by the mass formula and the minimization conditions. To conclude this subsection we briefly discuss the perturbativity constraints on our quartic couplings. We perform our numerical analysis in terms of the phenomenological parameters such as the physical masses and the mixing angles. However, for specific values of the masses and the mixing angle, the parameters of the scalar sector can become non-perturbative. We have explicitly checked that all three quartic couplings given above are well below √ 4π in our numerical analyses.
The fermion sector
Here we consider only VLQs in SU (2) L doublet representations, further demanding that the VLQs can have Yukawa couplings to the corresponding SM fermions via the SM Higgs which then results in only three possible SU (2) L doublet representations [26] ; these are summarized in Table I . After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), the electric charges of the new VLQs that we consider are given by Q X = 3 states are equivalent since we assume that only one VLQ SU (2) L doublet is present in our scenario and there are no corresponding SM states with which theses charges can mix. However, the new states T and B will mix with the up-type and down-type SM quarks, respectively. Here we will assume that this mixing involves either the first or the third generation quarks only. As a specific example we consider in detail the case of the (X, T ) doublet here. The other VLQ doublet cases follow in a straightforward manner. The most general gauge-invariant Yukawa and mass Lagrangian for the vector-like fermions and the SM up-type quarks of either the first or third generations is given by
where the prime denotes the weak interaction eigenstates. The Lagrangian for the corresponding (B, Y ) model can be obtained upon the following substitutions: X → Y , T → B, u → d and H →H, whereH = iσ 2 H * . For the (T, B) doublet we need to substitute T → B, X → T and u → d and also add two additional terms to the Lagrangian
For simplicity we consider the mass of the VLQs to be generated by Yukawa couplings to S only, thus we set their both Dirac mass terms to zero m D = m D = 0. The mass of the vector-like state X can easily be read off as m X = m = λ v S . However, the vector-like T and the SM up quark mix and we can write their mass term as
Here, in the case of mixing with the first generation u-quark, which we consider first, λ u is small compared to both λ and λ and can be neglected. The diagonalization of the mass matrix in this case occurs via a biunitary transformation
Since the mass matrix in Eq. (12) is already diagonal, we have U L = 1, and only the right-handed particles mix. The corresponding mixing angle, θ R , is given by
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For VLQs mixing with instead the third generation of SM quarks, λ u is no longer much smaller than λ and λ , however the right-handed mixing angle still dominates over the left-handed one, particularly for mixing in the bottom sector [10] tan
Due to the CKM constraints [27] , the mixing with the first generation SM quarks has to be O(0.01) or less if mixing between the VLQ and left-handed SM fields is allowed. The mixing with the right handed first generation SM quarks is bounded by the couplings of the Z-boson to light quarks which has precisely been measured by LEP [28] and the precision measurements of the atomic parity violation experiments [29] . Using these constraints, limits can be computed on the mixing with right-handed first generation quarks and this must be smaller than O(0.1) [11] . Limits can also be derived on the third generation mixing angles since the presence of VLQ quarks modifies the oblique parameters S and T [30] as well as the Zbb coupling [31] . In the case of the model with a dominant right handed mixing angle for (T, B), the mixing angle cannot be larger than O(0.1) [10] and similar constraints are also present for the (X, T ) and (B, Y ) doublet scenarios.
We note that assuming masses for VLQ states of the order of 800 GeV (as motivated by direct LHC searches), the left-handed mixing angle is already subdominant compared to the right-handed mixing angle even for the top sector. In fact the only effect of the left-handed mixing angle on the phenomenology explored in this study is to modify the branching ratios by O(few %). For VLQ mixing with the SM top quark, the left-handed mixing angle of SM quarks is included in the numerical results. In our analysis we will keep the mixing angle fixed at θ R = 0.01 for the mixing with either the first or third generation, since its variation below this value will not notable affect the phenomenology of our model.
Upon diagonalization the mass of the heavy new quark T is given by m
R ) so that it would appear that T is heavier than X by ∼ 50 MeV if m X ∼ 1 TeV. At the 1-loop level, however, the masses of the vector-like quarks receive electroweak radiative corrections, leading instead to m X > m T , but with ∆m = m X − m T < 1 GeV (see Eq. (12) of [32] ):
where s W = sin θ W is the sine of the SM weak mixing angle. Let us now consider the decays of X and T . Because of its charge, X can only decay via a W boson. The possible decay modes are X → T W * and X → u R W . Although the latter mode is suppressed by mixing, it strongly dominates over the decay to a T , because of the small mass difference of the vector-like quarks given above
GeV , (18) where r i = m 2 i /m 2 X and we denote the sine and cosine of the mixing angle θ R by s R = sin θ R and c R = cos θ R , respectively. ‡ The vector-like T can decay to either the SM Higgs or to a Z boson ‡ A corresponding, but somewhat more complex expression exists when X decays instead to tRW . plus a SM up-type quark. As long as the mass of the vector-like quarks are well below the mass of the new scalar singlet, T will decay to T → uZ and T → uh 1 with a branching fraction of approximately 50% each, irrespectively of the family to which the VLQs couple. In the case of decays to first generation quarks we find
Because of the assumed absence of a left-handed mixing angle, there is no decay of the T into a W boson. When m T > M h 2 , the decay mode T → h 2 u opens with a decay width of (again assuming decay to the first generation)
We conclude this subsection with a discussion of the (T, B) model which has four mixing angles in the most general case. Again, the left-handed mixing angles are suppressed especially for the case of mixing with the first generation and hence the left-handed mixing angles are not considered as mentioned before. The branching ratios of T and B depend on the mixing angles θ up R and θ down R , e.g., the T quark does not couple to the Z and H boson when sin θ up R =0. Here, we consider a scenario with one mixing angle for the sake of simplicity, and thus we set θ
With this assumption, the couplings of both VLQs in the (T, B) doublet representation to the Z are of the same strength and proportional to sin θ R cos θ R . The same conclusion can be drawn for the couplings to the W boson which are also proportional to sin θ R cos θ R [10] . For the Higgs couplings, the relevant interaction terms of the Lagrangian is given by [10] q Y
Here, the couplings Y L tT and Y L bB are of the same size, but Y R qQ differs by a factor mq m Q for the top and bottom quark, respectively.
Loop-induced Effective couplings
The heavy scalar h 2 is mainly produced in gluon-fusion with the vector-like quarks running in the fermion loop assuming a small mixing angle φ. At vanishing mixing with the SM Higgs, all the decay modes of h 2 (which then coincides with s) are purely loop-induced assuming the on-shell decays to the VLQs are closed. The interaction of the new scalar with the vector bosons is given by the effective Lagrangian
where g sxy denotes the effective coupling to the vector bosons x, y. For gluons and photons these are given by
where A 1/2 is the standard loop integral
The couplings of the scalar s to the VLQs are given by
Neglecting the squares of the mass of the W and the Z bosons relative to that of the s, the effective couplings of the scalar s to Zγ, ZZ and W W are given by [6, 33] 
In Table II we give some values for the resulting branching ratios of s for the different VLQ doublets. We take into account a K-factor of 1.638 [34] for the production of s via gluon fusion at 13 TeV and a K-factor of 1 + 67α s (M h 2 )/4π for the decay into two gluons. § Additional decay modes can be induced by the mixing with the SM Higgs boson and these lead to a tree level contribution to W W and ZZ final states. We provide the explicit formulae for the component of the tree-level decays induced by mixing with the SM Higgs in the Appendix A. We also note that while our formulae neglect the interference between the loop-induced couplings and those arising from mixing with the SM Higgs, all of our numerical results include such effects. An additional contribution could also come from the mixing with the SM-quarks, but in our case this effect is negligible due to the small values of the relevant mixing angles θ L,R .
For the numerical analysis, we implemented the three models using FeynRules2.3.18 [36, 37] . We validated our implementation by comparing our results to the kinematic distributions as depicted in the ATLAS search for VLQs [12] . Table II . Branching ratios into various final states of the new scalar s, the total width Γ Tot and the diphoton production rate R γγ for the following input parameters: v S = 750 GeV, φ = 0, m VLQ = 1 TeV, sin 2 θ w = 0.2315, α s (M s ) = 0.09036. § We employ the results of Ref. [35] with µ = ms and N f = 6 which is applicable when m We perform a combined fit for the diphoton signal rate and a number of ATLAS and CMS searches which are sensitive to VLQ pair production. For purposes of demonstration, we employ the observed value of the excess diphoton rate at 750 GeV. To compare the results for the pair production of VLQs with a large number of LHC searches we make use of the tool CheckMATE [38, 39] including the Delphes 3 detector simulation [40] . For all analyses, the anti-k T jet algorithm is used [41] [42] [43] and we also include additional, externally implemented analyses [44] . For each of the various signal regions we compute a likelihood by assuming that the various systematic uncertainties are distributed according to a Gaussian probability density function (PDF) and combine this with the Poisson distributed statistical uncertainty. Each analysis likelihood (including the diphoton results) are then combined to give a total χ 2 for the model under test. When combining LHC analyses, we make sure to only include orthogonal signal regions.
To present our results we display the χ 2 relative to that predicted by the SM alone,
As discussed below, we also investigate all other final states that may be produced by a 750 GeV resonance (as shown in Table IV ). However we find that in the models we explore here, none of these are relevant with the currently collected data since the current limits lie far from the anticipated rates.
A. Fitting the diphoton signal rate
We start our analysis of the different VLQ doublets by fitting the likelihood of the excess diphoton signal without taking into account other experimental constraints. We consider the diphoton searches by ATLAS and CMS at 13 TeV and the 8 TeV results scaled to the 13 TeV cross-section [4, 5] in the invariant mass range m γγ ⊂ [650, 850] GeV. We implemented the ATLAS analyses in CheckMATE and tuned the Delphes detector card to better reproduce the detector response to photons which is over-smeared in the default Delphes setup, as seen in Fig. 1 . The likelihood for CMS is fitted to the values shown in [5] . For a scalar resonance, we find the best fit point for the diphoton rate is σ × BR = 3.5 ± 1.0 fb (see Fig. 1 ) and, due to the improved photon response that we have implemented, this value is somewhat below the one commonly shown in the literature [45] .
The fit of the diphoton rate is independent of which family of SM quarks primarily couple to the VLQs since we only consider production via gluon fusion. Keeping the mixing angle of the quark sector θ R fixed (which as stated earlier, has to be small due to CKM constraints), the mass of the VLQs, m VLQ , the vev of the new scalar v S and the scalar mixing angle φ are the parameters that influence the cross section times branching ratio into a pair of photons. For our fit, we vary those parameters in the ranges given in Table III. We calculate the production cross section of the new scalar h 2 using MadGraph [46] including the K-factor of 1.638 as mentioned above and calculate its BRs analytically via Eqs. (24)- (32) and the equations given in App. A. In Fig. 2 the dependence of χ 2 rel on the VLQ mass is given for the different VLQ doublets for v S = 750 GeV and φ = 0. From the behavior of the curves one can see that the cross section times branching ratio for the (T, B) and the (B, Y ) model is too small for the given parameter range, whereas in contrast the (X, T ) model predicts a too large rate for the diphoton resonance.
As we allow φ to vary, the tree level decays h 2 → W W/ZZ/h 1 h 1 /ff become possible (and relevant), suppressing the BR of the new scalar to two photons (see Appendix A for the tree-level decay widths of h 2 ). In addition, in order not to make the Yukawa couplings of the VLQs too large, we only consider the regime v S > 750 GeV. Since a larger v S corresponds to a smaller Yukawa coupling (for fixed m VLQ ), increasing the value of v S will also lead to a smaller diphoton rate.
Thus increasing either v S or φ in the given range will only worsen the quality of the diphoton fit for both the (T, B) and (B, Y ) models, see Fig. 3 . However, we note that for very low mass VLQs (m VLQ ∼ 600 GeV) the diphoton rate as observed by ATLAS and LHC can be reached within 1σ for the (B, Y ) model as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4 .
In contrast to the two models already discussed, when v S = 750 GeV and φ = 0, the (X, T ) model actually predicts a too large diphoton rate. Consequently the fit can actually now be improved with the variation of v S and φ (see lower panel of Fig. 4 ). For example, for smaller values of v S or m VLQ , a non-zero value of φ is found to be favored as a way to reduce the diphoton rate and fit the experimental combined result.
B. LHC Constraints From Searches
Additional constraints on the parameters of our models may arise from limits of the decay of the new scalar to final states other than γγ as well as from LHC searches that are sensitive to VLQ pair production. Since the mixing angle of the VLQs to SM quarks has to be very small, we find that there are no relevant constraints on our model parameters originating from the single production of VLQs.
We first consider the limits arising from the resonant searches in other relevant final states at 750 GeV. These are presented in Table IV and we find that all of these bounds are presently too weak to place constraints on any of the above models given the parameter ranges that we explore. Table IV . 95% CL upper limits on σ× BR for different final states. None of the these are found to be relevant for the set of models and parameters investigated in this study.
In contrast, the existing limits on the pair production of VLQs can set meaningful constraints on the parameter space. We should first remember that the pair production of vector-like quarks is independent of the properties of the scalar sector v S and φ in the range relevant to fit the diphoton rate (φ ⊂ [−0.03, 0.03], v S ⊂ [750, 1500]) since their branching ratios depend only very weakly on v S and φ. As long as we keep the mixing angle of the quark sector θ R fixed, the mass of the VLQs is therefore the only parameter influencing the results for VLQ pair production.
To compare the results for the pair production of VLQs with the set of LHC searches we consider, we again make use of CheckMATE. In Table V we display the list of the analyses that are sensitive to VLQ pair production and are taken into account as part of the present study. We include three 8 TeV and seven 13 TeV searches, which when combined corresponds to 105 signal regions in total. For the 95% CLs exclusion we only consider the signal region with the best expected sensitivity and then apply the result using the collected data. When performing the combined fit of analyses, if an analysis has overlapping signal regions we only include the signal region that was expected to be most sensitive from this analysis. Such a procedure applies to all the ATLAS analyses apart from the VLQ search which has orthogonal signal regions. In addition, for analyses that target similar final states, each signal region was examined to make sure that no signal regions overlap. For the final combination we assume no correlations in the systematic uncertainties between signal regions which implies our exclusion is more conservative than if such correlations were included.
We generate our event samples for vector-like quark pair production with MadGraph [46] and use Pythia6 [52] for parton showering. The cross section is computed at NNLO in QCD with Top++ [53]. In Fig. 5 we compare the likelihood contributions determined by CheckMATE for the 13 8 TeV and 13 TeV analyses combined with the contribution from the diphoton fit. For VLQs coupling to the first generation, we find that the fit results are almost indistinguishable between the different models despite the fact that the branching ratios to different bosons differ substantially for the (T, B) doublet. The VLQs in the (T, B) doublet decay to (W, Z, h) with branching ratios of approximately (50%, 25%, 25%) which roughly agree with the averaged branching ratios of the VLQs in the (X, T ) and (B, Y ) doublet where one of the VLQs decays exclusively to W bosons and the other decays to Z bosons and h bosons at approximately 50% BR each. However, in the models with third generation mixing, the different branching ratios to top and bottom quarks lead to different signatures at the LHC. Therefore, the results for VLQs coupling to the third generation of SM quarks are only valid for the (X, T ) VLQ doublet model explored here. ¶ In a model where the VLQs couple only to the first generation of SM quarks, the 8 TeV analyses (mostly the 'vanilla' ATLAS jets and E miss T SUSY search [54] ) are found to provide the strongest constraints. It is not surprising that the SUSY search produces the most stringent limit in these cases since the dedicated VLQ search is designed to only look for top-like partners that decay into the third generation and consequently produce a number of b-jets in the final state. In contrast the SUSY search does not require b-jets.
Experiment
One may wonder why the 8 TeV search gives a stronger limit than the same search does at 13 TeV and this is mainly due to the fact that the 13 TeV search has significantly increased both the individual jet p T thresholds and the required minimum value of the variable named m eff (sum of jet p T and E miss T ). For example, the strongest 8 TeV limit comes from the 5 jet signal region which requires a hardest jet, p T > 130 GeV and m eff > 1200 GeV. In contrast, at 13 TeV these thresholds have been increased to p T > 200 GeV and m eff > 1600 GeV which substantially reduces the acceptance for our VLQ states.
Using just a single signal region we find a limit using the CLs method of m VLQ 650 GeV on the VLQ states that couple to light quarks. One may find such a result surprising since one might naively think that VLQ production does not produce a significant E miss T signature. However we find that the neutrinos from Z → νν and W → ν, combined with the large production crosssection, do in fact make the supersymmetric searches sensitive to VLQ production. In addition it is clear that an optimized search for such states would produce significantly enhanced constraints. In particular we believe that exploiting possible resonant structures in this regard may be very profitable and these will be explored in a future study * * .
Instead of only using a single signal region, we can alternatively combine all of the orthogonal signal regions in the study and define the VLQ state as being excluded when the fit is 1.64-σ worse than the Standard Model (single sided 95% limit). The combination actually leads to a slightly weaker bound of m VLQ 640 GeV; the reason for this is that the ATLAS on-shell Z + MET excess prefers the production of VLQs near this mass range. However, we should emphasize that the excess is not statistically significant and we will further discuss this result later in this Section.
Nevertheless, when fitting the model to the complete VLQ/SUSY search data set, and including also the diphoton signal, we find a large improvement in the fit quality for the entire range of VLQ masses investigated, Fig. 5(right) . The reason is the strength of the diphoton signal and the ∼ 3.9σ excess that is seen over the Standard Model prediction. Due to the fact that when φ = 0 and v S = 750 GeV, the (X, T ) model predicts a too high diphoton cross-section, we see that the best fit continues to improve as we increase the VLQ mass.
If we now examine the limits in the case where the (X, T ) model instead couples to the third generation we see that the bounds are significantly tighter, Fig. 5(left) . The reason is that both the X and T states will decay via on-shell top quarks (and Higgs Bosons) and these (or the produced b-quarks) are used by many searches as a way to reduce SM background.
More surprising is the result that the largest sensitivity and thus the tightest bound on the VLQ states does not come from the dedicated VLQ search [12] which focuses on TT production, but instead from the ATLAS 13 TeV search for gluinos [55] with at least 3b-jets and E miss T , Fig. 6 . For example, the limit at 95% CLs from this supersymmetric search is m VLQ 910 GeV whereas the limit from the dedicated VLQ search is only m VLQ 825 GeV, so that the supersymmetric search channel provides a much more stringent constraint! The difference in these two searches is that the VLQ search is inclusive and only targets final states with high jet multiplicity (and 1-lepton). In contrast, the supersymmetric search requires significant E miss T as well as m eff which successfully suppresses the SM background. The above results show that missing energy from Z → νν and W → ν that are produced in the VLQ decays should be much further investigated so as to improve sensitivity to these models. Conventionally, missing energy has not been considered as important in searches for VLQs but the fact that a supersymmetric search that has been optimized for gluinos outperforms the dedicated VLQ search as found here demonstrates that this is probably misguided.
From the combination of all orthogonal signal regions we obtain a single sided 95% limit of m VLQ 1020 GeV. This limit is stronger than the one obtained with the CLs method, for two main reasons. Firstly we have combined all analyses together and this leads to a stronger bound than only considering the best expected limit from a single signal region. Secondly, and more importantly, the ATLAS 13 TeV search for gluinos with at least 3b-jets that is most constraining has found several under-fluctuations in the relevant signal regions. The commonly used CLs method 'punishes' the exclusion when such under-fluctuations occur but this is not the case in the combined likelihood method that we have used here and thus a much stronger limit is obtained.
If we further examine Fig. 6 , we can see that at both 8 and 13 TeV the excess that is present in the ATLAS on-shell Z+MET gluino search by the negative χ 2 contribution to the fit. Taking into account the other searches we have investigated it is already clear that any VLQ explanation for this excess does not improve the overall fit of the model. Nevertheless, in Fig. 7 we now only consider the same ATLAS and CMS signal regions at 13 TeV and the most similar regions at 8 TeV. We see that at 8 TeV, the constraint coming from the non-observation of the excess in CMS almost exactly cancels that from the positive ATLAS result. At 13 TeV, the constraint from CMS is not quite as strong but we still see that the peak significance is reduced to just 1.5-σ and we therefore do not investigate this excess further. 
C. Global Fit
In order to understand the model parameters that best fit all of the available data we now combine our fit of the diphoton signal with the likelihood given by the LHC searches for VLQ production. Since only the (X, T ) model was able to fit the diphoton excess whilst simultaneously not being excluded by the direct VLQ searches, we now ignore the other models. In addition, since the decays of the VLQ states depend on the generation of the Standard Model quarks we now separately discuss the cases where they primarily couple to the first and third generation.
In the upper row of Fig. 8 we display the case where the VLQs couple to the first generation. Comparing with Fig. 4 (lower) we see that the effect of adding the direct production LHC searches is to disfavor models with smaller VLQ masses. More precisely, models with m VLQ 630 GeV are now ruled out at the 3-σ level. The best fit region is found for large VLQ masses and the main 1-σ region is found for m VLQ 1100 GeV. Large VLQ masses are preferred for two reasons with the first being that the direct searches for these states disfavor lower masses. Secondly, in the (X, T ) model with no scalar mixing and v S = 875 GeV, the model actually predicts a too high diphoton rate, and increasing the VLQ mass somewhat reduces the production cross-section.
As explained before, an alternative way to reduce the diphoton rate is to increase the mixing angle with the SM Higgs to be in the (absolute) range 0.01-0.02. The introduction of the mixing allows additional decay modes to enter while boosting others and thus produces a better fit. An increase in v S also reduces the diphoton rate but is compensated here as the VLQ scalar coupling is smaller for fixed m VLQ . A final feature to note in the best fit contours is that a lighter VLQ region, 700 m VLQ 850 GeV, is compatible with the best fit at 1-σ. The reason for the existence of this region is that the 1.5-σ on-shell Z+MET ATLAS excess marginally improves the agreement with data here.
Moving on to the case where the (X, T ) states couple to the third generation, the effect of the LHC searches for VLQ states is far more severe. We now see in Fig. 8 (lower) , that models with m VLQ 1050 GeV are excluded at the 3-σ level. Again we also note that either a non-zero scalar mixing angle or a v S 900 GeV are required to fit the diphoton excess in the region of VLQ masses studied in this analysis. 
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we have examined a model containing an additional scalar singlet and a new vector-like quark doublet in order to explore the complementarity of a variety of LHC searches for new states. Both the production and decay of the scalar singlet is mediated by the VLQ loop. This scenario is employed as an example simplified model and could also explain the earlier reported diphoton excess observed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. Furthermore, we employed a number of direct LHC searches for supersymmetric partners and the VLQs themselves. Using CheckMATE we showed how this scenario could be tested and its parameters probed using data from the 8 and 13 TeV runs of the LHC.
As a very concrete example, we analyzed the models corresponding to the three possible charge assignments for the VLQ doublet extension where the VLQ states can also couple to the SM Higgs and the VLQs then decay via mixing with their SM partners with the same quantum numbers. Two of these models, with either a (B, Y ) or (T, B) doublet, predict a diphoton production rate which is too small to explain the apparent excess. However, with the (X, T ) doublet scenario, we demonstrated that we were able to reproduce correctly the size of the apparent excess and impose bounds on the masses and couplings of the VLQ, as well as the vacuum expectation value of the singlet scalar and its mixing with SM-like Higgs boson.
Applying the various VLQ and supersymmetric searches, we found that additional constraints are then placed on the model to significantly limit the possible parameter space. In the case where the VLQ was assumed to mix predominantly to the first generation of SM fermions we found that the 8 TeV supersymmetric search for jets plus missing energy provided the strongest constraints and set a lower limit of m VLQ 650 GeV. The fact that the 8 TeV limit was found to be stronger than that derived from the combination of the 13 TeV searches we investigated motivates a dedicated 13 TeV effort to constrain such a model. When the VLQ states mixed predominantly to the third generation SM fermions, we found that the resulting limits were much stronger requiring that m VLQ 910 GeV. More importantly, however, we found that the 3-b jet supersymmetric search with missing energy is significantly more sensitive to the production of these new VLQ states than was the dedicated VLQ search itself! This result motivates a possible re-appraisal of the general VLQ search strategy to examine whether including missing energy as a discriminator can help increase sensitivity to these types of models.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the importance of complementarity of LHC searches for new physics and urge our experimental colleagues to employ this principle in developing their search analyses.
